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The University of Caltfornia at

HASTINGS
LAW NEWS
Peace Symposium

-Gets Mixed Reaction
14-15 November
The number of newsworthy events incident to the 1/1-lS November ],foratoriulT
Day defy presentation in a 4-page tabloid. This format is cvpn
to present anything resembling comprehensive coverage of the multiple speakers program conducted here at
The photographic sampling is offered as indicative of:
1. The quality of the speaker's program prcsenten by A. S. H.
2. The student attendance at that program. ( both in lieu of ,and in addition to classroom attendance)
3. The" business as usual" attitude that some students impolitely adopted
and disruptively pursued during the speaker's program .
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To The Editor of the Hastings Law News.
Questions have been asked by a number of students concern ing the use of seating
charts and the requ i rement of regu lar c lass attendance.

A.S. H.

NEWS

I hope that the fo Ilowing

Last Thursday, one of my professors
held forth for 15 to 20 minutes of class
time on the desirability of seatinp charts
SEATING CHARTS:
Among the many reasons cited for the use
There are a number of reasons why seating charts are required. First, and
of the charts was the requirement that
Hastings certify to the State Bar that
most important, is the necessity for assuring each student assigned to a particular
each r,raduilte had ilttended classes during his stay here. The professor also
stated that he liked seating charts besection a seat in each of his classes. Numerous requests were received this year
cause they helped him become acquainted
with the students and have, in some infrom First Year students for seating assignments, since individuals from other
stances, kept unauthorized persons from
takini the seat of a student who was
sections were "auditing" and the students regularly assigned to the particular
legitimately in the class.
The professor stated that there was
a faculty meeting on Wednesday which
section found themselves without a seat. For this reason first priority was given
discussed this issue and that they had
decided to take a stand for the mainto preparati on of Fi rst Yea r charts.
tenance of the seating charts.
Second, it is very difficult in our large classes for instructors to locate a
This faculty meeting was apparantly
precipitated by a second year student's
student who is reciting unless they have some way of determining where he is.
"demand" for the abolition of such charts.
Needless to say the Student Government
was not, in any way, apprised of this
This could, of course, be resolved by having students stand, or raise their hands
Wedensday meeting. It would be interesting to discover which members of the fawhen ca lied upon. Some instructors do requi re that the students stand to rec ite_
cultytook the stance of the students aThird, this is one means of identification and tying together name and face_
gainst the use of charts. I'm sure that
as members of the advesary system of law,
It is obviously difficult, with our large enrollment, for members of the faculty to
hoth sides were given equal time and
weight before the faculty memhers dedided
'''hat was best for the graduate students
become personally acquainted with individual students, but the chart does help_
enrolled in their institution.
As for myself - ever since I was first
This is particularly important when requests are made, following graduation, for
subiected to a seating chart - at some
point in Rrammar srhnol - I have disliked
recommendations by individual faculty members.
the device.
- in my 19th year of
Fourth, the charts obviously facilitate checking for consistent absenteeism.
formal education, (my third in graduate
school).
charts have hecome an inATTENDANCE:
sult. I helieve that especially at HasSection 6060 of the Business and Professions Code provides that to be certified
tings ( where all students have their
to the Supreme Court for admission and a license to practice law a person who is
uriderpraduate degrees ) the administration should rely on the students to atnot applying as an out-of-state attorney must have either graduated from a law
tend classes without the threat of a 3
school accredited by the examining committee requiring substantially full time of
point penalty on their final grade as
its students for three years, or from an accredited school requiring a part only of
for motivation. Such a penalty for irits students' time for four years. See B & P Code, Sec. 6060 (2) (g) (1 & 2).
regular attendance is little known, selThere are other provisions for students attending unaccredited schools and law office
dom exercised, and per se has no bearing
study which are of no moment here.
upon the school's certification to the
State Bar that the "penalized"student has
Section 91 (I & 2) of the Rules Regulating Admission to Practice Law in Caliattended and graduated from Hastings.
fornia, of the Committee of Bar Examiners, contains the exact language of the
If seating charts are not obnoxious
B & P Code. The Law School Certificate, which must be executed by an official
from the objective viewpoint of making
of th school, requires identification of the student as full time or part time, a
21-year year olds sit in a row, they are
statement of dates of attendance, and a certification "That he was in regular attendcertainly repugnant as a symptom of the
present administration
towards
ance at said school during the periods indicated above; * * * "
students .. Within three years all of us
To clarify the policy on attendance, the full-time faculty of the College at a
will be enraged in the practice of law.
meeting held on November 19, 1969, with one member absent, unanimously adopted
Law is a profession which deals, day afte
the following resolution:
day with other peoples welfare. If the
feels that we are not quali"It is the policy of Hastings College of the Law that regular classfied to do so until we have sat in our
room attendance is required of all students."
assigned seats for three years. I must
ohject. The studenls who graduate from
This resolution merely re-states the policy which has been in effect at the College Hastings are either responsible or they
are not responsible, and this characterin the past.
istic is independent of the use or nonuse of seating charts. If this school
Obviously students will be absent from time to time for reasons varying from illwants to promote responsihility, then it
must dplepate the burden it has taken
ness to spending a day with a visiting girl friend _ This does not mean that they are
upon itself (i.e. to insure that we get
not "in regular attendance" nor are we concerned with such occasional and undertL class ).

information will clarify the position of the faculty and administration.

standable absences.

However, the student who is consistently and persistently

absent from classes is not a full-time student and this College has no program for
part-time students. Equally, a student who attends classes in all but one subject,
but consistently "cuts" classes in that course, is not in regular attendance in that
course and is not entitled to receive credit for it.

Arthur M. Sammis
Dean

11/21/69/bb

-------

-- - - - - - -

The A.S.H. Governing Council has drafted
a resolution dealing with the subject of
compulsory attendance and the use of seating charts, and will present it to the
student/faculty committe for appropriate
consideration. It is hoped that that the
faculty resolution adopted without student
participation is not non-negotiable and
that in the future students will sit in
on faculty meetings of student interest
and that faculty memhers will an open invitation from A.S.H. to sit in on student
council meetings.
MARTIN H. KRESSE

------ ._-- --------------- ----------'

Another View on
Attendance

HASTINGS LAW NEWS is published every other Hednesday throughout the school year. It is • product of student funding and student effort.
External distribution is on an ad hoc ba8is ann
reque8ts for
will
ad-rates available upon
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It has become apparent to many members of the law school that the
administration's attendance policies are inimical to the formation and
maintenance of a faculty-student relationship based on trust and mutual
respect.

To begin with, there are those who object to having any roll taken
whatsoever. The main reason given for taking roll at all is that the ad·
ministration must make a report to the Committee of Bar Examiners or
some such august body that the students wishing to take the bar exam
have been in substantial attendance while enrolled at Hastings. The ques·
tion immediately arises as to what business it is of the Bar Examiners
whether or not students who know the law required to pass the bar exam
have or have not been to a requisite number of class meetings. If a student has successfully completed law school and can pass the bar exam,
what is the relevance of an attendance record that shows he has cut even
a majority of his classes?
There are other students who, while not objecting to having roll
taken, object to the statements of some of the faculty members that they
feel they should not be "required to 1ead examinations at the end of the
year if ... students do not find it necessary to attend" their respective
classes. Educational blackmail.
There are a limited number of reasons which can be brought forward
to justify such a statement. Students get the feeling that, as always, they
are the screwees and the faculty is the collective screwor. Frank discussions among students find the following reasons for the teachers' need to
threaten them with ignorance of their examinations: 1) The teacher feels
that his classroom is the only
in which the students enrolled
in his class can learn the law that he is teaching, or the law that he is
responsible for teaching; 2) The teacher's feelings a1 e hurt because the
students do not see his class as a) interesting, b) worthwhile, or c) relevant; 3) Since the teacher has to be there, the student should have to be
there; 4) The marking of tests at the end of the term is a reward the receipt of which is contingent upon class attendance.
Regarding the first point, many people are aware that there are as
many different ways of learning the law as there are students enrolled in
the school. Of course, the fact remains that most students cannot get
along without all their classes, but it is also true that most students can
get along without some of their classes.
As to the second reason, it is clear that a school cannot or should
not be run according to sentimentality. As to the matters of interest, being
WOI thwhile, and relevance, it is at least the case that most students need
one of these three to get them to come to class, in the absence of a Sword
of Damocles hanging over their litigious heads which will prevent their
examinations from being read, let alone from being graded objectively.
As regards Interest: While it is true that thel e are students who have
mental orgasms over contracts, and whose nostrils tumesce at the sound
of the words "corpus dilecti", the more cold-blooded majority finds the
presentation, if not the subject matter, of certain segments of legal education productive of nothing more than cerebral lethargy. Exhibit A is the
Legal Research and Writing class of November 12, 1969, in which the instructor perpetrated on the students a filmstrip purporting to tell students how to use Shepard's Citations. The subject matter of .the film was
organized and pi esented in a form which was almost identical to that or
the textbook and the pamphlet which all students have, "How to Use
Shephard's Citations." On that day, there was not one word of comment

or instI uction from the teacher. In addition, the facIlities for showing the
film were faulty, so that the picture was out of focus more than it was in
focus.
As regards Being \VOl thwhile: This matter has to do \\"ith making a
person a better lawyer, (or a lawyer at all), making a person suited for
that particular branch of law which he wishes to practice , and making
money. Of course, these th1 ee items are not necessarily mutually exclusive
However, the student is at least as good a j u d g e of what he thinks is
worthwhile as is the teacher. Besides, college-educated, Hastings-enrolled
students can reasonably be supposed to have broken the bonds of in loco
parentis; with this in nund , why not let virtue be its own I eward and
sloth its own punishment? Furthermore, if it be found that there is little
if any correlation between class attendance and grades, the1 e is something pertinent to be said about the efficacy of the teaching methods and/
or material being taught.
As regards Relevance : If the student is at least as good a judge pt
what is worthwhIle for him to study as is his teacher, then he is a bett8r
Judge of what is relevant to him . The seemll1gly 11l1plled presumptio'1
which inheres in a threat to not read the examinations of those who are
not " conscientious" in their class attendance is that those students do not
know what is good for them Just as a government cannot legislate mo·
rality, neither can the administration of any school, much less a law
school, legislate the occupational and vocational values of its students,
As the third reason listed above , there can be no doubt that some
teachers demand that students share their misery_ However, it can be
argude, though not successfully, that class discussion " 'ould lag if students were not required to go to class just because the teacher was there
to teach them. This contention is easily rebutted First, it is doubtful that
in anyone class there would be enough students absent to preclude any
teaching at all of the students \\ho did not show up _ As a matter of fact ,
the discussion would involve a greater percentage of students, since fewer
students showed ,up, and thus thel e is even a greater benefit to those who
do go to class. Second, if it should happen that a class has nearly no people in it over an extended period of time, it just might be that the class
is so bad that students hould not be expected to go to it. After all. if abundant interest in a particular area of law is sufficient to warrant creation
of a new course, (as has happened with water rights and potentially with
consumer law), then why not consider discontinuing a pal ticular subject
in which there is a dearth of interest due to the presentation of the course
or the subject matter itself?
Regarding the fourth reason, if the marking of tests is a reward to
be given for class attendance, then it can only be assumed that the administration has a picture of the student as a determined mule making
what he thinks is headway towards the proverbial carrot on the end of
the proverbial stick and towards which his proverbial effort is of no avail.
Many students at Hastings come from undergraduate institutions at
which attendance requirements are non-existent. Others are veterans of
the armed forces. Still others have wives and families. Thus, there is no
doubt that the overwhelming majority of students have enough sense of
responsibility to attend classes when necessary and desirable. Selfdiscipline is the only discipline worthy of praise or merit. Discipline imposed from the outside smacks of paternalism that is neither needed nor
wanted .
-KEllNETH P STEELBERG '72
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LSCRRC
This year the Law Students Civil Rights Research Council (LSCRRC),
Hastings Branch, has embarked upon a new venture-the maintenance
of a community service office, at 3008 - 24th St., in the Mission District
of San Francisco. This office was first established in June o.f this year
by five Hastings students and one UCLA Law student, working as interns
during the summer. SO;.le examples of the work done are:

(a) Juvenile defense investigation, in coordination with the Barristers' Club Juvenile Panel, at the Juvenile Hall, and with the Real
Alternatives Program (RAP), a new youth group in the Mission;

I

(b) A survey.of the San Francisco Grand Jury selection procedures,
for the purpooe of determining whether such meet the standards
of representing a cross-section of the community, as set by the
Constitution;

Police Practices

(c) We have provided, for the various community organizations in
the Mission, preliminary legal research on specific problems, and
extensive sUIveys of public records, to assist the leadership in
project planning_ These organizations include: Arriba Juntos/
New Careers, the Mission Coalition, the Mission Rebels, Horizons
Unlimited, RAP, the Latino Local Development Corporation, and
others;
(d) General legal research has been provided to attorneys involved
in service work throughout the city. Among these are the Public
Defenders' Office, ACLU, Legal Aid Society, SF Neighborhood
Legal Assistance, National Lawyers' Guild, etc.

In recent years, events in San Francisco and in all large' cities, have
exposed some of the dimensions of the conflict between the police and
the community. As the pressures of urban life increase so do the conflicts between the police and the community. The intimate relation among
police-community relations, civil rights, and law and justice make the
lawyer's and the law student's lole in this area cruciaL
LSCRRC, realizing the importance and relation of police practices to
minority problems, has endeavored to set up at Hastings a committee
with its emphasis in this area. It will be the purpose of this committee
to involve Hastings' students, where needed, by doing research for, and
giving assistance to, community groups which function in this important
field.

Because of the favorable impression made with each of the above
organizations and attorneys, and to preserve the valuable reputation
which the office now enjoys among the Mission community, it was decided at summer's end to try, by every possible means, to keep the office
open as a permanent, year-round function of LSCRRC, Hastings' Branch.
To this end, we have approached various local foundations interested
in San Francisco community work. We have been promised at least two
months' rent in 1969 by Hastings, with the hope of more in 1970, and
have been assured of support in other ways, as needed. We have submitted a request to AS.H. that they provide us with financial support,
and will be doing the same to the various community organizations for
whom we have worked.

San Francisco has a number of new groups which have become
active in the police-community relations realm. A notable example is the
Ford Foundation funded Police and Community Enterprise (PACE) project. This organization, now funded for two years, will attempt to study
and aanlyze both the attitudes of members of the San Francisco police
force toward the minority community, and the community's attitudes toward the pOlice. Samples flom each group wIll participate in discussions
which PACE hopes will break down some of the presently-existing barriers. After this preliminary study has sufficiently progressed, recommendations and implementation of ideas will follow.
An interrelated problem, the lack of community control over the
police, has received special attention in the Bayview-Hunter's Point district. E. A. Dawley, chief counsel at the Hunter's Point Neighborhood
Legal, is the director and coordinator of a pmject which has as its goal
the establishment of an all black police force and greater community
control of the police.
Citizen's Alert, a volunteer group, has been active in the city for a
number of years. Its primary function is the handling of citizen complaints concerning the police
Meetings which are open to the public
are held on the first Wednesday of every month at the Glide Foundation
at 330 Ellis St.
Beginning this January a new reporter series, the Police-Community
Relations Law Reporter. will be published. This service will resemble in
form the current Selective Sel vice Law Reporter, being updated and accumulated periodically. San Francisco is to be one of the primary cities
covered by this reporter.
I

I

LSCRRC has been informed that opportunities for student participawith these
and others will be forthcoming. As research proJects are made available, notice thereof will be published in the Hastings
Law News and/or will be posted at the LSCRRC office at 55 Hyde.
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